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WHITNEY HUBBS 
 
 
BORN        1977, Los Angeles, CA 
 
 
EDUCATION  
 
2009          MFA, UCLA, Los Angeles, CA 
 
2004 BFA, California College of the Arts, San Francisco, CA 
 
 
SOLO AND TWO PERSON EXHIBITIONS 
 
2018    Stutter Shutter, Casemore Kirkeby, San Francisco, CA 
 
2017    Madeleine Cake, with Alika Cooper, Situations, New York, NY 
 
2016   Body Doubles, M+B Gallery, Los Angeles, CA 
 
2015  Flash: Whitney Hubbs, California Museum of Photography, Riverside, CA 
 
2013  The Song Itself Is Already a Skip, M+B Gallery, Los Angeles, CA 
 
 
SELECTED GROUP EXHIBITIONS 
 
2018  Ami Omo, Barbara Walters Gallery, Bronxville, NY 
 
2017  Shulamit Nazarian Gallery, Los Angeles, CA  
 
2016  In the Cut, Gallery Luisotti, Santa Monica, CA 
  Icebox Project Space, Philadelphia, PA 
  Me and My Arrow, Zieher Smith & Horton, New York, NY 
  Bottom Floor, curated by Max Maslansky, Charlie James Gallery, Los Angeles, CA 
  Either Way Gallery, Metro PCS, Los Angeles, CA 
  Recent Acquisitions in Focus: Latent Narratives, The Getty Museum, Los Angeles, CA 
  Lapse-Rate, disambiguation, Phil Gallery, Los Angeles, CA 
  Recent Acquisitions, UCR/California Museum of Photography, Riverside, CA 
  After Effects, Ballroom Marfa, Texas 
  Vapegoat Rising, Arturo Bandini, Los Angeles, CA 
 
2015  New Babylon, Roberts and Tilton, Los Angeles, CA 
  Russian Doll, M+B, Los Angeles, CA 
  Lost in a Sea of Red, The Pit, Glendale, CA 
  Photography Sees the Surface, Higher Pictures, New York, NY 
  Arturo Bandini, Los Angeles, CA 
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2014  Me and Benjamin, Galerie Xippas, Paris, France 
  Ghost Shift, New Wight Gallery, Los Angeles, CA 
  Soft Target, organized by Phil Chang and Matthew Porter, M+B, Los Angeles, CA 
  Duckrabbit, Anat Ebgi Gallery, Los Angeles, CA 
  Staring at the Sun, Curated by Jodie Vicenta Jacobson, Griffin Editions, Brooklyn, NY 
 
2013   Desire, curated by Jodie Vicenta Jacobson, Yancey Richardson Gallery, New York, NY 
  The Black Mirror, Curators: James Welling and Diane Rosenstein, Diane Rosenstein Fine 

Art, Los Angeles, CA 
   
2012  De-Mobbing: Landscape, Structure, Bioform, Headlands Center for the Arts, San Francisco, 

CA 
 
2011  Eventide, Carter and Citizen, Los Angeles, CA 
  In Practice, UCLA Wight Gallery, Los Angeles, CA 
  For A Long Time, Roberts and Tilton, Los Angeles, CA 

 Assembly: Eight Emerging Photographers from Southern California, Fred Torres 
 Collaborations, curated by Edward Robinson, Los Angeles County Museum of Art 
 

2010  Icons and Allegories, SightSchool Gallery, Oakland, CA 
  Boneyard, Michael Maloney Fine Art, Los Angeles, CA 

Assembly: Eight Emerging Photographers from Southern California, FotoFest 2010 
Biennial, Houston, TX, curated by Edward Robinson, Los Angeles County Museum of Art 

 
2009  Harsh Terrain, Roberts and Tilton, Los Angeles, CA 
  Pacific Design Center, Carl Berg, Los Angeles, CA 
  Just Like A Train, PHIL Gallery, Los Angeles, CA 
  Keeper of Light, Sandroni Rey, Los Angeles, CA 
  MFA Exhibition, Wight Gallery, UCLA, Los Angeles, CA 
  Inside of Me, PHIL Gallery, Los Angeles, CA 
 
2008  BlindSpot Lab, New York Horticultural Society, New York, NY 

  Let Us Now Praise San Francisco, curated and commissioned by Robert Mailer Anderson, 
Marx & Zavattero Gallery, San Francisco, CA 

 
 

PUBLICATIONS 
 
2017         Hubbs, Whitney. Woman in Motion. Los Angeles: Hesse Press 
 
2015  Dopp Doolittle Hubbs, Golden Spike Press 
 
2014  Pink Trumpet, with Nikki Darling, Econo Textual Objects Press 
  Desire, New Erotic Photography, Prestel Press 
 
2008  Let Us Now Praise San Francisco, Marx & Zavattero Gallery 
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CURATORIAL PROJECTS 
 
2016        Art Bandini, M+B Gallery, Los Angeles, CA 
2015        Russian Doll, M+B Gallery, Los Angeles, CA 
 
 
AWARDS 
 
2009          Tobey Devan Lewis Award 
 
2008-09 Art Council Scholarship 
 

 
BIBLIOGRAPHY 
 
2017 MacKeith, Alex. “Crude Metaphors,” Hot Shoe, Winter / Spring  
 
2016  Leifheit, Matthew. “Photographer Whitney Hubbs’ Genre-Busting Images of the Female  
  Form,” Vice, March 19  
  Buffenstein, Alyssa. “The Surrogate Self-Portraits of Whitney Hubbs.” Artnet News, March 18 
  Los Angeles Review of Books, Reproduction of five photographs in print issue, February 
 
2015  McKnight, Mark, “Flash: Whitney Hubbs.” Exhibition essay, California Museum of 

Photography, 2015 
  Los Angeles Review of Books, Digital Review. October, Issue No. 40 (cover) 
  The Pit, “Lost In A Sea of Red.”  Ed. by Adam Miller, 2015 (exhibition catalog) 

Merkel-Hess, Matt,  “Interview with Whitney Hubbs.” Interview by Matt Merkel Hess. Merkel 
Magazine, May 2015, Issue No. 1 
Opie, Catherine,  “Vanity Issue”, Musee Magazine, April 1 

 Musée Magazine, No. 11, April 
 
2014 Blalock, Lucas, “Interview with Whitney Hubbs.” Interview by Lucas Blalock, Issue Magazine, 

October 17 
Blind Spot, Ed. by Barney Kulok and Vik Muniz, Issue No. 47 
Vice Magazine, “How Kohnstamm Got The Beach House,” By David Mammet, June 9 

 
 
2013 Fabrik, “Fresh Faces In Art: Eight LA Artists You Should Know”, April 2013 
 Mohseni, Yasmine. “10 Must-See L.A. Gallery Exhibitions Opening in January,” Blouin 

ARTInfo, January 8, 2013 
 
2011 Aletti, Vince. “Assembly: Eight Emerging Photographers from Southern California,” New 
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2008   “Let Us Now Praise San Francisco”, with Robert Mailer Anderson, BlindSpot, Issue 38 
 
 
PUBLIC COLLECTIONS 
 

 The Getty Museum, Los Angeles, CA 
 Los Angeles County Museum of Art, Los Angeles, CA 
 UCR/California Museum of Photography, Riverside, CA 
 The Whitney Library, New York, NY 
 The Riot Grrrl Collection, Fales Library Special Collections, New York University, NY 
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WHITNEY HUBBS 
 
 
Whitney Hubbs (b. 1977, Los Angeles) received her MFA from the University of California, Los Angeles 
and BFA from California College of the Arts. Most recently, Hubbs had her first solo museum exhibition at 
the California Museum of Photography at the University of California, Riverside. Recent shows include 
Me and My Arrow at ZieherSmith, New York; After Effect, at Ballroom Marfa, TX; Bottom Floor at Charlie 
James Gallery, Los Angeles; Vapegoat Rising at Arturo Bandini, Los Angeles; New Babylon at Roberts 
and Tilton, Los Angeles; and Photography Sees the Surface at Higher Pictures, New York. Upcoming 
exhibitions include a four-person exhibition at The J. Paul Getty Museum in Fall 2016. Hubbs' work has 
been featured in Issue, Blind Spot, The Los Angeles Review of Books, and Musée Magazine. Her work is 
held in the permanent collections of The Los Angeles County Museum of Art; The Getty Museum, Los 
Angeles; The Whitney Museum of American Art: Library, New York; The California Museum of 
Photography at the University of California, Riverside; and The Riot Grrrl Collection, Fales Library Special 
Collections, New York University, New York. In Spring 2016, Blind Spot will publish the artist’s 
monograph, Body Doubles. Whitney Hubbs lives and works in Los Angeles.  
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WHITNEY HUBBS 
 
 

Selected Portfolio 
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Whitney	Hubbs	
Installation	View	of	Madeleine	Cake,	a	two	person	exhibition	with	Alika	Cooper	at	Situations,	New	York	

May	20	–	June	1,	2017	
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Whitney Hubbs 
Untitled, 2015 

archival pigment print 
20 x 16 inches (50.8 x 40.6cm) 
edition of 3 plus 2 artist's proofs  

(WH.07.004.20) 
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Whitney Hubbs 
Installation View of Me And My Arrow, group exhibition at ZieherSmith, New York 

July 14 – August 12, 2016 
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Whitney Hubbs 
Woman no. 7, 2016 

archival pigment print 
40 x 32 inches (101.6 x 81.3 cm) 
edition of 3 plus 2 artist's proofs  

(WH.06.007.40) 
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Whitney Hubbs 
Installation View of Bottom Floor, curated by Max Maslansky, group show at Charlie James Gallery, Los Angeles 

June 4 – July 16, 2016 
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Whitney Hubbs 
Woman no. 12 (Self-Portrait), 2016 

archival pigment print 
40 x 32 inches (101.6 x 81.3 cm) 
edition of 3 plus 2 artist's proofs  

(WH.06.012.40) 
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Whitney Hubbs 
Installation View of Body Doubles at M+B Gallery, Los Angeles 

March 19 – May 7, 2016 
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Whitney Hubbs 
Installation View of Body Doubles at M+B Gallery, Los Angeles 

March 19 – May 7, 2016 
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Whitney Hubbs 
Installation View of Body Doubles at M+B Gallery, Los Angeles 

March 19 – May 7, 2016 
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Whitney Hubbs 

Woman no.1, 2016 
archival pigment print 

32 x 40 inches (81.3 x 101.6 cm) 
edition of 3 plus 2 artist's proofs 

(WH.06.001.32) 
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Whitney Hubbs 
Woman no. 3, 2016 

archival pigment print 
40 x 32 inches (101.6 x 81.3 cm) 
edition of 3 plus 2 artist's proofs  

(WH.06.003.40) 
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Whitney Hubbs 
Woman no. 11, 2016 
archival pigment print 

40 x 32 inches (101.6 x 81.3 cm) 
edition of 3 plus 2 artist's proofs  

(WH.06.011.40) 
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Whitney Hubbs 
Installation View of After Effect, group exhibition at Ballroom Marfa, Texas 

March 11 – August 21, 2016 
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Whitney Hubbs 
Red Fog for Vapegoat Rising, 2016 

archival inkjet print 
40 x 32 inches (101.6 x 81.3 cm) 
edition of 3 plus 2 artist's proofs  

(WH.06.000.40) 
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Whitney Hubbs 
Installation View of Flash: Whitney Hubbs at the California Museum of Photography at UCR ARTSblock, Los Angeles 

September 5 – November 14, 2015 
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Whitney Hubbs 
Persistent and Falling, 2015 

gelatin silver print 
20 x 16 inches (50.8 x 40.6 cm) 
edition of 3 plus 2 artist's proofs 

(WH.05.004.20) 
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Whitney Hubbs 
Installation View of Photography Sees the Surface at Higher Pictures, New York 

July 1 – August 7, 2015 
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Whitney Hubbs 
Self Portrait, 2009 
gelatin silver print 

20 x 16 inches (50.8 x 40.6 cm) 
edition of 3 plus 2 artist's proofs  

(WH.02.002.20) 
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Whitney Hubbs 
Installation View of Russian Doll at M+B, Los Angeles 

July 11 – Aug 29, 2015 
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Whitney Hubbs 
Body Surrogate (Self Portrait), 2015 

gelatin silver print 
20 x 16 inches (50.8 x 40.6 cm) 
edition of 3 plus 1 artist's proof  

(WH.05.002.20) 
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Whitney Hubbs 
Installation View of Lost in the Sea of Red, group exhibition at The Pit, Glendale, CA 

June 7 – July 18, 2015 
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Whitney Hubbs 
Installation View of Me and Benjamin, group show at Galerie Xippas, Paris 

November 14, 2014 – January 10, 2015 
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Whitney Hubbs 

Untitled (Cacti), 2013 
gelatin silver print 

40 x 50 inches (102 x 127 cm) 
edition of 3 plus 1 artist’s proof 

(WH.03.002.40) 
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Whitney Hubbs 
Installation View of The Song Itself is Already a Skip at M+B Gallery, Los Angeles 

January 19 – March 9, 2013 
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Whitney Hubbs 
Installation View of The Song Itself is Already a Skip at M+B Gallery, Los Angeles 

January 19 – March 9, 2013 
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Whitney Hubbs 

Untitled (Boulder), 2012 
gelatin silver print 

40 x 50 inches (102 x 127 cm) 
edition of 3 plus 2 artist’s proofs 

(WH.01.003.40) 
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Whitney Hubbs 
Untitled (Entryway), 2012 

gelatin silver print 
14 x 11 inches (34 x 28 cm) 

edition of 3 plus 2 artist’s proofs 
(WH.01.017.14) 
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Whitney Hubbs 

Untitled (Horse), 2012 
gelatin silver print 

40 x 50 inches (102 x 127 cm) 
edition of 3 plus 2 artist’s proofs 

(WH.01.012.40) 
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Whitney Hubbs 
Installation View of Duckrabbit at Anat Ebgi Gallery, Los Angeles 

June 13 – July 26, 2014 
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Whitney Hubbs 
Division I, 2014 

gelatin silver print 
30 x 24 inches (76.2 x 60.1 cm) 
edition of 3 plus 2 artist's proofs  

(WH.04.003.30) 
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Whitney Hubbs 
Installation view of Desire, group show at Yancey Richardson Gallery, New York 

July 11 – August 23, 2013 
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Satin sheets can look sexier in pictures than they feel in 
real life – made, as they often are, with polyester. This 
capacity for illusion makes them terrific photographic 
props – the shiny textile appears in a few of Whitney 
Hubbs’s recent photographs, conveying an alluring wit and 
abject sensuality. Using bargain-bin materials, she riffs on 
aspects of classic still life, portrait, and self-portrait 
compositions. There’s an alone-in-the-studio playfulness 
to Hubbs’s photographs. They recall Cindy Sherman’s sly, 
surrealistic pictures, though Hubbs admits to a discomfort 
in front of the camera. And so there’s Pretend Self Portrait 
#3, 2018, in which shimmering fabric is draped over a 
substrate, with rips offering peeks of the opaque white 
wall behind it. The satin-covered surrogate provides 
evidence of the artist’s playful practice of transforming 
prosaic materials. 

The conversation Hubbs instigates, in the 13 works on 
view at Casemore Kirkeby through March 3, focuses on 
deceptive surfaces, skins of various sorts. In Other Picture 
#3 (Swaddled Organs), 2018, there’s a golden sheen to 
fabric that has been pinched and tied into a pattern of tuck-and-roll nipples. It’s an image that 
makes you imagine running your hands over the undulating and puckered surface. The tactile 
focus is amplified by black carpeting installed for the show, a sound-muffling softness 
underfoot. Other Picture #3 is hung next to an image of a nude body under wet fabric, and 
Hubbs’s corporal focus grows all the more palpable. It’s titled Invisible Woman, 2018, though the 
figure’s gender isn’t apparent. 

In other works, elements of actual flesh peek through. While Hubbs is known for her images of 
women, one of the show’s standouts is Invisible Man, 2018. A male figure is swathed in a 
garment resembling a strapless disco body suit made from blue duct tape, and posed against a 
plastic tarp that obliterates, Venus de Milo-like, his head, arms, and a leg. Carefully deployed 
cutouts reveal a nipple, chest hair, and the scoop of a flesh-colored camisole. Elsewhere, Hubbs 
moves studio backgrounds to the foreground with pictures of distressed matte black Cinefoil and 
“seamless” backdrops that have been loosely created with taped construction paper – colorful, 
uneven surfaces and textures that subvert expected camera tricks. The edges are rough and 
endearingly goofy – so confident in their ungainly glamour they seem to flirt with the viewer. I 
found myself smiling right back at them. 
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Stutter Shutter 
Whitney Hubbs 
January 27, 2018 – March 3, 2018 
Opening reception: Saturday, January 27, 6-8pm 
 
Casemore Kirkeby is pleased to announce Stutter Shutter, a solo 
exhibition of 13 photographs by Whitney Hubbs Stutter Shutter 
presents photographs of theatrical constructions made using a 
variety of reflective metallic fabrics, tin foil, paper cut outs, and 
other everyday materials and objects. The materials in these 
works are folded, tucked, taped, pinned, and draped by the artist 
and then lit to dramatic effect. In some, the connection between 
the material and the interplay of light and shadow suggests 
makeshift, imperfect, and even humorous substitutes for the 
seamless backdrops traditionally employed in studio photography. 
These constructions simultaneously reference the backdrop or 
theatrical curtain as a functional object, while also serving as the 
subject of the photograph itself. In “Pretend Self Portrait #4,” for 
example, a paper material is thoroughly crumpled and creased, 
leaving lines suggestive of an ancient pictograph. 
 
Several photographs reveal the presence of figural forms 
entangled in the materials, effects created using models and 
mannequins, as well as the presence of Ms. Hubbs herself. This 
play between real and pretend self-portraiture suggests a fantastical world where the artist can be 
swapped—or, in some instances, intermingled—with models and objects that function as her proxies. In 
“Pretend Self Portrait #3,” a dark fabric is draped and pinned over a torso mannequin, with broken egg 
shells placed randomly atop the fabric. As with many of these photographs, the result effectively erases 
the lines that separate subject from backdrop, and transform the mundane into mystery. 
 
Whitney Hubbs (b. 1977, Los Angeles) received her MFA from the University of California, Los Angeles 
and BFA from the California College of the Arts. Recent solo exhibitions include Body Doubles at M+B 
Gallery and at the California Museum of Photography, Riverside; as well as a two-person exhibition at 
Situations Gallery in New York City and last Spring, Hesse Press published the artist’s monograph, 
Woman in Motion. She has also been included in a four-person exhibition at the J. Paul Getty Museum, 
as well as the following selected group exhibitions, les vases communicants at Shulamit Nazarian, Los 
Angeles; In the Cut at Gallery Luisotti, Los Angeles; and After Effect, at Ballroom Marfa, TX. Hubbs’ work 
is in the permanent collections of The Los Angeles County Museum of Art; The Getty Museum, Los 
Angeles, The California Museum of Photography at the University of California, Riverside; and The Riot 
Grrrl Collection, Fales Library Special Collections, New York University, New York. 























 



metro pcs ~ 422 Ord St., Suite D, LA, CA 90012 ~ www.metropcs.la 
 

*Are mushrooms even accurately described as plants? 

 

ANIMALS WITH HUMAN RIGHTS HUMANS WITH ANIMAL RIGHTS and metro pcs present 

 MUSHROOMS & HONEY  
 

in collaboration with Either Way LA 
11 AM - 4 PM at Nuisance Alley, Echo Park 

7 - 10 PM at metro pcs, Chinatown 
 

with 
Merideth Hillbrand, Whitney Hubbs, Ian James, Nick Kramer, Julia Leonard, Candice Lin, Anna Mayer, 

Devon Oder, Matt Siegle, LeRoy Stevens 
 

~  Organized by Nick Kramer  ~ 
 
 
I’ve invited you for many reasons. I value my encounters with your work and I value the opportunity I’ve 
had to think about it for a long time, that is, to remember it. You are all artists whose work I admire and 
loosely associate with "outside" or "outdoors" and, most importantly for me, you resonate as a group in 
other, less definable ways. Maybe you project a certain calm. Or, maybe I like to imagine your work in 
unfiltered daylight. Planted in time and conversation I trust that our ideas will expand and coalesce. 
 
Honey, sweet bio-gold, isn’t made in plastic bears and mushrooms aren’t convenient stools for tiny 
creatures. The thing is, both honey and mushrooms keep their truths secret from all but the most dedicated 
connoisseur. Mushrooms are basically the official plant of the avant-garde* and honey is the moon juice of 
spiritual correctness. Held secret in hives and beneath the ground these two substances embody weird math 
lurking outside the easy purview of us human animals. 
  
The connections I draw here are not reflective of the facts or respectful of nature’s patterns. Rather, they 
are based on an imagination of the world via distant, hidden metaphors. Let your mind wander, ask yourself 
if, and how, you can you compress the alien rhythms, expressions and textures of creepy nature into a form 
that is at all compatible with human understanding. 
  
To give meaning to the shortness of the afternoon (mushrooms), I wanted weeks (honey). I wanted a 
container, like a hive, to keep all this honey. I wanted something like a mycelial bloom balanced with the 
frantic orchestration of a hive, each with its own patterns, speed and scale: Mushrooms & Honey. 
  
For the first event of the day, we will gather in a disused alley from 11 a.m. until 4 p.m., for the brief, 
outdoor section of the show. Then, as day turns into evening, metro pcs will house the second, slow section 
of Mushrooms & Honey. This exhibition will open from 7 p.m. until 10 p.m. on Saturday, May 14, and be 
on view until 6 p.m. Saturday, June 25 (with regular hours in between). 
  
- Nick Kramer 
 
 
---------------- 
 
 
Mushrooms & Honey 
Organized by Nick Kramer 
Opening May 14, 11 AM - 4 PM (Nuisance Alley) and 7 - 10 PM (metro pcs) 
May 14 - June 25, 2016 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 
 

WHITNEY HUBBS 
Body Doubles 
March 19 – May 7, 2016 
 
Opening Reception 
Saturday, March 19, 2016 from 6 to 8 pm 
 
 
M+B is pleased to present Body Doubles, Whitney Hubbs’ second solo exhibition with 
the gallery. The exhibition will run from March 19, 2016 through May 7, 2016, with an 
opening reception on Saturday, March 19 from 6 to 8 pm.  
 
Looking at pictures of women, as seen pulled back toward my eye, I see myself with 
them. I can’t help it. I parse their bodies, the forms. Not my own and yet familiar. 
 
When I’m in front of the camera, my body is being looked at, is being performed, is 
being directed and recorded. It is being taken apart and pieced back together. 
 

We repeat and repeat, the same scene, against the same wall, with the same lights. We write the body on a piece of film. Film 
that’s been pushed and prodded, mishandled and flipped. At a certain point I had to accept a bodily experience. It was 
pleasurable to look at their rough unpolished states, the bodies simply are: flipping, posing, being coy, arms as arrows, feet as 
poles, the lens as lover and mirror, the lens always looking back and being looked at, not by the face, but by the breasts, 
buttocks, heels, toes, shins, spines and throats, unhurried and happy to give that which can’t be taken. 
 
Whitney Hubbs (b. 1977, Los Angeles) received her MFA from the University of California, Los Angeles and BFA from 
California College of the Arts. Most recently, Hubbs had her first solo museum exhibition at the California Museum of 
Photography at the University of California, Riverside. Her work is included in the current exhibition, After Effect, at Ballroom 
Marfa, TX. Other recent shows include Vapegoat Rising at Arturo Bandini, Los Angeles; New Babylon at Roberts and Tilton, Los 
Angeles; and Photography Sees the Surface at Higher Pictures, New York. Upcoming exhibitions include a four-person 
exhibition at The J. Paul Getty Museum in Fall 2016. Hubbs was selected as one of “Eight Emerging Photographers from 
Southern California” for The New Yorker (2011) and her work has been featured in Issue, The Los Angeles Review of Books, 
and Musee Magazine. Her work is held in the permanent collections of The Los Angeles County Museum of Art; The Getty 
Museum, Los Angeles; The Whitney Museum of American Art: Library, New York; The California Museum of Photography at the 
University of California, Riverside; and The Riot Grrrl Collection, Fales Library Special Collections, New York University, New 
York. In Spring 2016, Blind Spot will publish the artist’s monograph, Body Doubles. Whitney Hubbs lives and works in Los 
Angeles. 
 
 
Location:  M+B, 612 North Almont Drive, Los Angeles, California 90069 
Show Title:  Body Doubles 
Exhibition Dates:  March 19 – May 7, 2016 
Opening Reception:  Saturday, March 19, 6 – 8pm 
Gallery Hours:  Tuesday – Saturday, 10 am – 6 pm, and by appointment  
 
For press inquiries, please contact Jeanie Choi at (310) 550-0050 or jeanie@mbart.com. 
 
For all other inquiries, contact Jonlin Wung at jonlin@mbart.com or Sonny Ruscha Granade at sonny@mbart.com. 
 
 

# # # 
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*56# 789(:(6;<%6(=# >'5&59-%>'(-# ?'+&8("# @A<<6B6#
8()# (C'+<+&+581# !5="# D5A<:(61# )'+.'# 5>(86# E%&A-F
=%"# %&# 58(# 5,# &'(# .+&"B6# (G+8(8&# .58&(G>5-%-"# >'5F
&59-%>'"# 9%::(-+(61# $H!1# &%I(6# 58# &'(# %9(F5:=# ,5-G#
5,# &'(# ,(G%:(# 8A=(J#76I(=#)'"# 6'(#)%8&(=# &5# &%I(#
>+.&A-(6#5,#8A=(#)5G(81#@A<<6#%86)(-6#(G>'%&+.%:F
:"1# K!(.%A6(# +&B6# 65#)-589L#!(.%A6(# "5A# .%8B&# =5# +&L#
!(.%A6(#+&B6#%#.:+.'(1#<(.%A6(#+&B6#>5:+&+.%::"#+8.5--(.&JM

N'+6#I+8=#5,#%&&+&A=(# +6#%>>%-(8&# &'-5A9'5A&# &'(#>'5F
&59-%>'6#+8#&'(#6'5)1#)'(-(#6I+8#&58(6#%-(#-(8=(-(=#
+8# 9-%+8"# 9-((8+6'# 'A(6O# <:(G+6'(61# .A&61# 6%99"#
<+&61# %8=# 5&'(-# +G>(-,(.&+586# 5,# 6I+8# %-(# '+9':+9'&F
(=# 5-# (P(8# (G>'%6+Q(=J# 7:&'5A9'# @A<<6# =5(68B&#
6&-+P(# ,5-# &'(# I+8=# 5,# >(-,(.&+58# %# ,%6'+58# >'5&59F
-%>'(-# G+9'&1# &'(# >+.&A-(6# %-(# <(%A&+,A:# +8# &'(# )%"#
David Lynch’s films are beautiful. There is a clash 
+8# &'(6(# >+.&A-(6# <(&)((8# &'(# +G>(-,(.&+586# 5,# &'(#
<5=+(61#5,#&'(#>56(61#5,#&'(#)%"#&'(#>'5&59-%>'6#%-(#
G%=(1#%8=#&'(#,5-G%:#>(-,(.&+58#5,#&'(#.5G>56+&+586J ?5G%8#85J#R1#23/4J

7::#>'5&56#S#?'+&8("#@A<<61#T5A-&(6"#$H!#U%::(-"1#*56#789(:(6

7:&'5A9'# &'(# >'5&59-%>'6# %-(# %8&+F,%6'+58# +8# &'+6# 6(86(1# &'("# %-(# %:65# )5-I+89# %9%+86&# &'(# I+8=# 5,# +=(%:+Q(=# >+.F
&A-(6#G(8#'%P(#<((8# &%I+89#5,#)5G(8# ,5-(P(-J#@A<<6# ,-%G(6# &'+6#)5-I# &5#65G(#(C&(8&#%6#%# -(%.&+58# &5#%-&+6&6# :+I(#
&'(# :%&(# T%:+,5-8+%# >'5&59-%>'(-# V=)%-=# ?(6&581# ,%G5A6# ,5-# 6AG>&A5A6# <:%.IF%8=F)'+&(# >+.6# 5,# '+6# )+,(# T'%-+6#
?+:658# +8# &'(# <A,,J# !A&# "5A# .%8# %:65# 6((# -(,(-(8.(6# ,A-&'(-# <%.I# +8# %-&# '+6&5-"1# &5# &'(# (%-:"# .5:5-# >'5&59-%>'"#
5,# W%A:#XA&(-<-+=9(# %8=# 5&'(-# =(>+.&+586# 5,# &'(# ,(G%:(# ,5-G# 95+89# <%.I# &5# %8&+YA+&"J#X8(# >'5&59-%>'1# &+&:(=#?5GF
%8#85J#21#6'5)6# &'(# &-A8.%&(=# &5-65#5,#%#)5G%8#<A-6&+89# ,5-)%-=# ,-5G#<('+8=#%# -(=#=-%>(J# Z&# -(G+8=6#<(#5,# &'(# ,%F
G5A6#?+89(=# [+I(# 5,# E%G5&'-%.(1# 85)# '5A6(=# %&# &'(# *5AP-(# GA6(AG1# <A&# @A<<6B6# [+I(# '%6# %# 8+>>:(# >+(-.+89J

@A<<6#.:(%-:"#&%I(6#9-(%&#>:(%6A-(#+8#:55I+89#%&#&'(#,(G%:(#<5="1#<A&#'%6#%:)%"6#<((8#P(-"#.586.+5A6#5,#&'(#-+6I#5,#5<\(.&+,"+89#
)5G(8J#]5-#&'+6#-(%6581#6'(#6&%-&(=#&'(#>-5.(66#5,#G%I+89#&'+6#<5="#5,#)5-I#<"#&%I+89#6(:,F>5-&-%+&61#>A&&+89#'(-#5)8#+G%9(#58#
the line. It was around that time I first visited her studio and became excited about her work. Last week in LA, I met with Hubbs 
5P(-#<A-9(-6#&5#%6I#'(-#65G(#YA(6&+586#%<5A&#&'(#>-59-(66+58#5,#'(-#&'+8I+89#6+8.(#&'(8#&'%&#:(=#'(-#&5#.-(%&(#!5="#D5A<:(6J
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 <7=>?*/#@*A,A*.#0*B#8)*$#*A#*$",2*@#&CD
+",$-).*/0112?#Z#&55I#6(:,F>5-&-%+&6#%#.5A>:(#"(%-6#%951#<A&#+&#)%68^&#,A81#
it wasn't fulfilling.

7*&)';;.*;,C)A*$")8E*60$*,$*@'2-3$*)-F#.'1;)D
Z&#)%68^&#(8\5"%<:(#<(.%A6(#Z#)%68^&#>'"6+.%::"#&%I+89#&'(#>+.&A-(J#Z#9(&#65#
GA.'#>:(%6A-(#5A&#5,#&%I+89#>+.&A-(6J#VP(-#6+8.(#Z#)%6#+8#&'(#8+8&'#9-%=(1#
which is when I took my first photograph almost 25 years ago, I've been 
:55I+89#%&#V=)%-=#?(6&58#%8=#%::#&'56(#=A=(6#&'%&#'%P(8#&%I(8#>+.&A-(6#5,#
)5G(8J#Z&^6#<((8#+89-%+8(=#+8#G(J?'(8#Z#6&%-&(=#=5+89#6(:,F>5-&-%+&6#&'(-(#
)%6#85#>:(%6A-(#+8#:55I+89J#E5#Z#6&%-&(=#<-+89+89#)5G(8#+8&5#G"#6&A=+5#&5#
>56(#&'(#)%"#Z#)5A:=#)%8&#&5#>56(J#Z#,5A8=#)5G(8#&'%&#Z#'%=#%8#(G5&+58%:#
.588(.&+58#)+&'#5-#%#>'"6+.%:#.588(.&+58#)+&'1#5-#<5&'1#65#&'("#.5A:=#<(#
65-&#5,#6&%8=F+86#,5-#G(J

You wanted them to act as figures in a composition rather than 
(#&$&',$2*#9*()#(;)E
_(%'1# "(%'J#N'%&^6#)'"#"5A#8(P(-# 6((# &'(+-# ,%.(6J# Z# =58^&#)%8&# +&# &5#<(#
%<5A&#)'5#&'(#>(-658#+61#Z#)%8&#+&#&5#<(#%<5A&#&'(#9(6&A-(#%8=#&'(#<5="J

7* -#$,B)* $").* A#-3$* "'G)* -'8)2H* $").* '&)* $,$;)A* +#8'-* IH*
+#8'-*JEEE*7*@#-A)&*';2#*,9*$")&)*,2*2#8)*B#--)B$,#-*$#*$")*
A)*K##-,-%*(',-$,-%2*@,$"*$"#2)*$,$;)2E
_(6J#Z#)%6#&%:I+89#&5#%#,-+(8=#%<5A&#&'(#&+&:(61#%8=#'(#-(G+8=(=#G(#
5,#&'%&J

7$* ';2#* 2))82* ;,C)* $"#2)* @)&)* 2#8)* '-%&.* (',-$,-%2* #9*
@#8)-E*+")&)'2* ,-*.#0&*(,B$0&)2H*';$"#0%"* $")*@#8)-*'&)*
'-#-.8#02H* 7* $",-C* $").3&)*-#$* $&)'$)A*G,#;)-$;.* ,-*'-.*@'.H*
)G)-*$"#0%"*.#0*A#-3$*2))*$")*9'B)2*'-A*B)&$',-*$",-%2*'&)*
B0$*#99E
Z# ,((:# :+I(#&'(-(# +6#6A<&:(#=+6G(G<(-G(8&1#<A&# +&^6#%#.5::%<5-%&+P(#
>-5.(66#+8#G%8"#)%"6J#Z#=58^&#>:%8#%8"&'+89#5A&#<(,5-(#%#6'55&1#<A&#
Z#=5#'%P(#65G(#+=(%#5,#)'%&#Z#)%8&J#Z#)%6#&-%+8(=#+8#&'(#&-%=+&+58#
5,#=5.AG(8&%-"#>'5&59-%>'"1#)'(-(#Z#6&A=+(=#)+&'#`+G#U5:=<(-9#
%8=#*%--"#EA:&%8J

Z#)%6#&%A9'&#&5#<(#58#&'(#>-5):1#%8=#&5#6'55&#%#'A8=-(=#-5::6#5,#
film, and learn your camera really well. So if you see a shot, and 
+&^6# &'(# a=(.+6+P(# G5G(8&1a# "5A# .%8# .%>&A-(# +&J# E5# Z# <-+89# &'%&#
+8&5#&'(#6&A=+51#)'(-(#Z#=58^&#'%P(#%8"&'+89#-(%::"#>:%88(=J#Z# :+I(#
G5P+89#%-5A8=#&'(#6A<\(.&1#%8=#:556(8+89#A>J#Z^::#)%&.'#&'(G#=5#
65G(&'+891#%8=#%6I#&'(G#&5#=5#+&#%9%+81#5-#'5:=#&'(#6%G(#9(6&A-(J
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Whitney Hubbs, Woman no. 5, 2016
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L")* @'.* $")2)* (,B$0&)2* ;##C* ,2* A,99)&)-$* $"'-* 8'-.* #9*
$")* B#;#&* (,B$0&)2* .#0* 2))* -#@H* ,$32*8'.1)* '* ;,$$;)* ;)22*
-'$0&';,2$,BH*#&*A#)2-3$*"'G)*$"'$*2"'&(-)22*'-A*9));,-%*#9*
&)';,$.*$"'$*A,%,$';*("#$#%&'(".*B&)'$)2E
_(%'1# &'%&^6#)'%&# Z# =58^&# :+I(1# &'%&^6#)'"# Z# 6&5>>(=#6'55&+89#
color and transitioned into making black-and-white fiber prints 
+8# 9-%=# 6.'55:J# Z# .5A:=# <AG># A># &'(# .58&-%6&# 5-# :5)(-# &'(#
.58&-%6&1#%<6&-%.&#+&1#G%I(#+&#G5-(#%G<+9A5A6#%8=#G"6&(-+5A6J#
E5#)'(8#Z#6&%-&(=#=5+89#&'(6(#>+.&A-(61#Z#)%8&(=#&5#&%I(#&'+6#
+=(%6#+8&5#.5:5-J#Z8#<:%.I#%8=#)'+&(1#Z#)5A:=#8(P(-#A6(#&'(#,A::#
&58%:#-%89(#&'%&^6#>566+<:(#&5#9(&#+8#&'(#=%-I-55GJ#E5#)+&'#&'(#
.5:5-1#Z#=(.+=(=#&'%&#+,#Z#G%=(#+&#a+8.5--(.&1a#Z#)5A:=#<(#(C.+&(=#
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%0)22* ';2#H* &)8#G,-%* $")* 1#A,)2* 9&#8* $")* ,A)-$,$,)2* #9*
$")*()#(;)*$'C)2*$",-%2*90&$")&*'-A*90&$")&*'@'.*9&#8*$")*
9'B$2*#9*@"'$*)M,2$2*,-*.#0&*2$0A,#*#&*2#8)$",-%E
_(%'1#(C%.&:"J
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Z&#G%I(6#-55G#,5-#G+6&%I(6J

7* %0)22* ,$32* ;,C)H* 2#&$*#9* $")*)&&#&2*#&* $")*'&$,9'B$2* $"'$*("#$#%&'(".*B&)'$)2*
B'-* 1)* 2#8)* C,-A* #9* '-';#%0)* $#* "08'-* -'$0&)* #&* "08'-* ,8()&9)B$,#-* #&*
2#8)$",-%*;,C)*$"'$E
_(61#+G>(-,(.&+58J#Z8#58(#5,#&'(#>+.&A-(61#5,#%#)5G%8#)(%-+89#<:A(#&+9'&61#'(-#6I+8#
+6#6%99+89#<(.%A6(# +&# +6#<(+89#&)+6&(=J# Z# :+I(#&'56(# +G>(-,(.&+5861#)'+.'#G%&.'#&'(#
+G>(-,(.&+586#5,#&'(#.5:5-#+8#65G(#)%"J#Z#&'+8I#%#:5&#%<5A&#>(-,5-G%8.(#%-&+6&6#5,#&'(#
b361#:+I(#78%#$(8=+(&%#%8=#_P588(#c%+8(-J#N'(-(#)(-(#G+6&%I(6#+8#&'(+-#>(-,5-G%8.(6#
<(.%A6(#&'("^-(#=5+89#+&#:+P(J#Z#)%8&(=#&5#.%>&A-(#&'%&#65-&#5,#(66(8.(1#&5#'%P(#+&#85&#
<(#&55#>(-,(.&J

7* &)8)81)&* ;##C,-%* '$* .#0&* @)12,$)* '* @",;)* '%#H* '-A* $")&)* @)&)* ';;* $")2)*
(,B$0&)2*#9*8)-E
P)'"1# 65# G%8"# >+.&A-(6# 5,# G(8L# Z8# 9-%=# 6.'55:1# %8=# -+9'&# 5A&# 5,# 9-%=# 6.'55:1# Z#
photographed men a lot. I guess I was interested in trying to figure men out. Men 
.58,A6(# G(1# <A&# Z# %G# %:65# 65# ,%G+:+%-# )+&'# &'(GJ# !A&# Z# '%P(8^&# <((8# +8&(-(6&(=#
in photographing men in a long time. I find it uninteresting. There's this bravado 
>(-,5-G%8.(#&'+89#&'("#=5#+8#,-58&#5,#&'(#.%G(-%J#78=#&'(-(^6#85#PA:8(-%<+:+&"#+8P5:P(=J#
N'(#)%"#&'(#)5G(8#>56(#%8=#>(-,5-G#+8#,-58&#5,# &'(#.%G(-%#)+&'#G(#+6#65#GA.'#
G5-(#+8&(-(6&+89#%8=#.'%::(89+89#,5-#G(1#+&^6#65#GA.'#G5-(#,A8J

!5="#D5A<:(6#+6#5>(8#,-5G#$%-.'#/0#&5#$%"#b#%&#*7^6#$H!#9%::(-"J#$5-(#+8,5-G%&+58#
can be found here. See previous photos by Whitney Hubbs in our 2014 fiction issue.
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8/9:#)'&1-9+#:';'<-+*&#,9#:(&*(:#='%%&4#,1*#)*:'%*#)9/:#1'&#
>**+#?*@-0,*?#'&#:(&*4#&9(/0*#9)# -+&@-/',-9+4#'+?#9>A*0,#9)#?*B
sire. As a result, some women have to fight ust to be in control of 
,1*-/#9=+#-:';*C#D9#-,E&#'%='"&#*:@9=*/-+;#,9#&**#'#=9:'+#'/,-&,#
*F@%9/-+;#,1*#='"&#1*/#>9?"#0'+#>*#,(/+*?#-+,9#'#@-0,(/*C#G/4#-+#
H1-,+*"#I(>>&E&#0'&*4#1*/#>9?-*&C

I(>>&4#'#J9&#$+;*%*&B>'&*?#@19,9;/'@1*/#=19&*#:9&,%"#>%'0KB
'+?B=1-,*#9*(L/*#09:@/-&*&#?-&A9-+,*?#&*%)B@9/,/'-,&#'+?#:-+-:'%#
09:@9&-,-9+&4#1'&#'#09%9/)(%#+*=#&19=4#M!9?"#N9(>%*&4O#9@*+-+;#
.'/01#2P#',#.Q!#-+#J9&#$+;*%*&C#R1-&#-&#1*/#&*09+?#&9%9#&19=#',#
the gallery, the first being 201 ’s moody, high-contrast The Song 
S,&*%)#-&#$%/*'?"#'#DK-@CO

89/# ,1*#+*=#&*/-*&4# ,1*#'/,-&,# -+&,/(0,*?#:9?*%&# ,9#@9&*# )9/# ,1*#
0':*/'#'&#-)#,1*"#=*/*#1*/C

M!9?"#N9(>%*&#='&#-+&@-/*?#>"#'+#9+;9-+;#-+T(-/"#-+,9#&,(?"-+;#
,1*# )*:'%*# )9/:# '+?# ,1*# @*/)9/:',-L*# '+?# ?-/*0,9/-'%# +',(/*# 9)#
:'K-+;#@-0,(/*&#9)#=9:*+U&#>9?-*&C#R1*#-?*'#-&#,1',#,1*&*#=9:*+#
'/*# &,'+?B-+&# )9/# :"&*%)# '+?# '0,# '009/?-+;%"# ,9# 19=# S# =9(%?#
@*/)9/:#-+#)/9+,#9)#,1*#0':*/'4V#I(>>&#,*%%&#'/,+*,#W*=&C

!"#$%&%"'&(4#5627C
X9(/,*&"#.Q!#Y'%%*/"4#J9&#$+;*%*&

MS#='+,*?#,9#(&*#&*%)B-:@9&*?#@'/':*,*/&#,9#&**#19=#9+*#09(%?#:'K*#'+#-+,*/*&,-+;#@-0,(/*#(&-+;#/*@*',*?#;*&,(/*&#A(&,#
-+#,1*#09/+*/#9)#'#&,(?-9C#S,#='&#:"#-+,*+,-9+#)9/#,1*#@-0,(/*&#,9#>*#0/(?*#'+?#(+09:)9/,'>%*#-+#+',(/*4#,994O#&1*#09+,-+(*&C

R1*# -:';*&4#'#/*,(/+# ,9#09%9/#@19,9;/'@1"#'),*/#26#"*'/&#=9/K-+;# -+#>%'0K#'+?#=1-,*4#=*/*#:'?*#'009/?-+;#,9#&,/-0,#
self-imposed rules, leaving certain elements of the final compositions to chance. Her parameters included shooting with 
low speed film, pushing the film  that is, underexposing it by setting the camera’s IS  rate higher than re uired by the 
film , and eschewing color correction.

The result is a grainier print an effect that intensifies the women’s gestures and performance,  Hubbs explains. vB
*/",1-+;#)**%&#'#>-,#9))4#:9/*#/'=CO
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At first glance, the photographs could indeed easily be mistaken for self-portraits, or at least as the artist's body. The lonely, 
@9&*?#)**%-+;#9)#,1*#&,(?-9#&19,&#/*0'%%&#&9:*#9)#X-+?"#D1*/:'+U&#Z+,-,%*?#8-%:#D,-%%&4#,19(;1#,1*"#'/*#:9/*#'>&,/'0,[,1*/*#
are no characters here, no narratives. ut to create these faceless, fragmented images, Hubbs stayed firmly behind the 
0':*/'4#-+&,/(0,-+;#1*/#:9?*%&#,9#'0,#,1*#='"#&1*#=9(%?4#-)#&1*#=*/*#1'L-+;#1*/#@-0,(/*#,'K*+C
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@*9@%*C#!*-+;#>*1-+?#,1*#0':*/'4#)9/#,1-&#&19=4#S#1'?#-?*'&#9)#19=#S#=9(%?#@9&*#'+?#@*/)9/:4#>(,#(&*?#=9:*+#=19#=*/*#
&-:-%'/#,9#:*#,9#&-,#-+#)/9+,#9)#,1*#0':*/'4V#&1*#&'"&C
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Whitney Hubbs’s ody Doubles  presents the artist’s first attempts at color photography after a decade of working in black and white. 
leven midsi e photographs feature anonymous women intermingling with provisional sets and props. These cropped and fractured 

limbs and torsos are, decidedly, the sub ects of Hubbs’s compositions  sub ects that endure both abstraction and obscurity.

In Woman no. 12 Self- ortrait  2016 , a very intentional red herring, we meet the vacant, trance-like stare of Hubbs herself, 
overexposed in a frontal, waist-up shot  the image lingers as a near-apparition. Holding her arms stolidly at ninety degree angles, her 
limbs become a secondary frame. This nearly-monochrome, colorless work stands in opposition to the others in the show, all of which 
exercise an assertive use of color that manifests in drapery, colored paper backgrounds, and improvised props. The works engage 
in a discourse on the pervasive relationships between women’s bodies and directorial imperatives, and on how women choose to 
represent themselves and each other in modes of empowerment.

To pose is to perform the body. Some of Hubbs’s photographs con ure tropes specific to historical representations of the female 
nude passively reclined, seductively baring legs and breasts . thers show the body, closely cropped or from afar, in mid-action
seemingly one wonders at the authenticity of the action . An ambiguity which begs the uestion  is this decisive moment the artist
camera’s, the models’, or a combination of both  In the new works, Hubbs places notions of play and theatricality at the helm, but 
exchanges them for the mystery and magic achieved in her black-and-white works. While the new formal strategies may place her in 
dialogue with other contemporary L.A. photographers like Heather asmussen or Anthony Lepore, it comes at the price of the special 
brand of otherworldliness and well-honed tonal mastery achieved in her colorless works.

Images courtesy the artist and M  gallery
#
Whitney Hubbs  ody Doubles runs from March 1 -May  at M  gallery 612 orth Almont Drive, Los Angeles, 006 .
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PRESS RELEASE 
For Immediate Release 
 
 
California Museum of Photography at UCR ARTSblock presents 

FLASH! Whitney Hubbs 
September 5-November 14, 2015 
 
Long Night of Arts & Innovation: Thursday, October 8, 5pm-midnight 
Fall reception: Saturday, November 14, 6-9pm 
Both events are free and open to the public 
 
 
The California Museum of Photography presents FLASH: Whitney Hubbs, the artist’s 
first solo museum exhibition. The single-work exhibition features Persistent and 
Falling (2015), a silver gelatin print. With Surrealist overtones, the 
work articulates rich black and white tonality, startling composition, and 
cinematic nuances to frame one of art history’s age-old subjects, the female nude. 
Artist Mark McKnight (UCR MFA 2015) guest authors an original essay to accompany 
the exhibition. 
 
ARTSblock will be open late on Thursday, October 8, 5pm-midnight, as part of the 
City of Riverside’s Long Night of Arts & Innovation. FLASH: Whitney Hubbs and other 
exhibitions will also be celebrated during ARTSblock’s fall reception on Saturday, 
November 14, 6-9pm. Both events are free and open to the public. 
 
Whitney Hubbs (born 1977 in Los Angeles) is a Los Angeles-based artist. M+B Gallery 
in Los Angeles mounted a solo exhibition of her work in 2013. Her work has been 
featured in numerous group exhibitions at Roberts and Tilton, M+B Gallery, and Anat 
Egbi Gallery (all Los Angeles); Higher Pictures, Griffin Editions, Yancey 
Richardson Gallery (all New York); and Galerie Xippas (Paris), among elsewhere. She 
is the recipient of the Art Council Scholarship (2008-09) and the Tobey Lewis Award 
(2009). Her works are held in the collections of the Whitney Library, New York; The 
J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles; and the Los Angeles County Museum of Art. She 
earned her MFA at the University of California, Los Angeles in 2008 and her BFA at 
the California College of the Arts, Oakland in 2004. Flash: Whitney Hubbs is the 
first solo museum presentation of her work. 
 
Mark McKnight (born 1984) is an artist based in Los Angeles. He was among 20 
artists nominated for inclusion in the photography biennial 20/20vision, Christophe 
Guye Galerie, Zurich, 2015, for which an accompanying catalog was produced. His 
work was recently featured in a solo exhibition at the Sweeney Art Gallery, 
Riverside, 2015, and has been exhibited in group shows at M+B, Los Angeles, 2015; 
Charlie James Gallery, Los Angeles, 2013; Riverside Art Museum, 2013; 
Roberts&Tilton, Los Angeles, 2010; San Francisco Arts Commission, 2009; and as part 
of the New York Photo Festival, 2008, among elsewhere. This fall his work will be 
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included in The Surface of Color, at The Pit, Glendale. In 2009 he traveled to 
Finland on a Fulbright Scholarship. He earned his BFA at the San Francisco Art 
Institute in 2007, and his MFA at UCR in 2015. 
 
FLASH! contemporary art series features single works made within the last year. The 
exhibitions are presented on the third floor of the CMP. FLASH: Whitney Hubbs is 
the tenth exhibition in the series. Support for this presentation has been provided 
by M+B Gallery, Los Angeles. 
 
 
Also on view at UCR ARTSblock 
 
Reproduction, Reproduction 
California Museum of Photography 
October 3-January 2, 2016 
 
This exhibition brings together work by Felix Gonzalez-Torres, Rodney McMillian, 
and Molly Zuckerman-Hartung in an investigation of photographic reproduction. 
 
Reproduction, Reproduction is organized by the California Museum of Photography at 
UCR ARTSblock and is curated by Joanna Szupinska-Myers, CMP Curator of Exhibitions. 
The exhibition is made possible in part by UCR’s College of Humanities, Arts, and 
Social Sciences (CHASS) and the City of Riverside. 
 
CMP Projects: Penelope Umbrico 
California Museum of Photography 
August 29-November 28, 2015 
 
CMP Projects presents a solo installation by New York-based artist Penelope 
Umbrico. Umbrico’s project Range (2013-ongoing) navigates the contemporary 
vernacular of social media and popular smartphone “app” filters to re-present 
canonical landscape photographs by photography’s twentieth century masters. Umbrico 
contrasts the historically rooted subjects of the “mountain” and the photographic 
“master” with the increasing fluidity of photography as a medium and as an 
extension of quotidian life. Umbrico’s approach raises questions surrounding 
indexicality, the art historical trope of copying the masters, and the contemporary 
mediation of images. 
 
CMP Projects is an ongoing exhibition series that features photo-based work by 
contemporary artists. This presentation is curated by Joanna Szupinska-Myers, CMP 
Curator of Exhibitions, and Kathryn Poindexter, Curatorial Assistant. The series is 
partially supported with funds provided by UCR’s College of Humanities, Arts, and 
Social Sciences (CHASS) and the City of Riverside. 
 
Aaron Siskind: Pleasures and Terrors 
California Museum of Photography 
August 8, 2015-January 30, 2016 
 
Mined from the collection of the California Museum of Photography, Aaron Siskind: 
Pleasures and Terrors draws from six decades of the seminal artist’s career. 



Persistent and Falling, 2015
Courtesy of the artist and 
M+B Gallery, Los Angeles

Flash: Whitney Hubbs

September 5–November 14, 2015

Whitney Hubbs (born in 1977 in Los Angeles, CA) is a Los 
Angeles-based artist. M+B Gallery in Los Angeles mounted a solo 
exhibition of her work in 2013. Her work has also been featured in 
group exhibitions at Roberts and Tilton, Los Angeles; Anat
Egbi Gallery, Los Angeles; Higher Pictures, New York; Griffin 
Editions, New York; Yancey Richardson Gallery, New York; and 
Galerie Xippas, Paris, among elsewhere. She is the recipient of the 
Art Council Scholarship, 2008-09, and the Tobey Lewis Award, 
2009. Her works are held in the collections of the Whitney Library, 
New York; The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles; and the Los 
Angeles County Museum of Art. She earned her MFA at the 
University of California, Los Angeles in 2008, and her BFA at the 
California College of the Arts, Oakland in 2004. Flash: Whitney 
Hubbs is the first solo museum presentation of her work.

Mark McKnight (born in 1984 in Valencia, CA) is an artist based 
in Los Angeles. His work has been exhibited and published 
throughout the United States and in Europe. Most recently, he 
was among 20 artists nominated for inclusion in the photography 
biennial 20/20vision, Christophe Guye Galerie, Zurich, 2015, 
alongside which an accompanying publication was produced. 
His work has been featured in solo exhibitions at the Sweeney 
Art Gallery, Riverside, 2015; and Strongroom, Los Angeles, 
2015, and included in group shows at M+B, Los Angeles, 2015; 
Charlie James Gallery, Los Angeles, 2013; Riverside Art Museum, 
2013; Roberts&Tilton, Los Angeles, 2010; San Francisco Arts 
Commission, 2009; and as part of the New York Photo Festival, 
2008, among elsewhere. This fall his work will be included in The 
Surface of Color, The Pit, Glendale. In 2009 he traveled to Finland 
on a Fulbright Scholarship. He earned his BFA at the San Francisco 
Art Institute in 2007, and his MFA at UCR in 2015.

Flash! contemporary art series features single works made 
within the last year. The series is organized by Joanna Szupinska-
Myers, CMP Curator of Exhibitions, at the California Museum of 
Photography at UCR ARTSblock. FLASH: Whitney Hubbs is the 
tenth exhibition in the series. Support for this presentation has 
been provided by M+B Gallery, Los Angeles.

Writing about the work of an artist by considering a single 
photograph, as I have been asked to do here, seems an almost 
impossible task. This may be especially true of Whitney Hubbs; 
the complexity of her work often lies in the sequencing of her 
carefully composed and printed photographs. Over the years 
her pictures have described a multitude of familiar photographic 
subjects—landscapes, portraits, nudes, and still lifes—all of which 
she has displayed together in exhibition. For the photographer 
du jour, such themes might result in self-referential artworks 
contingent on their reception as overwrought, ironic emblems 
that chronicle the various histories and genres of the medium; 
at best, critics might contend, such photographs ironically argue 
for photography as a kind of dead end. If one pervasive ambition 
of contemporary photography is the artful re-declaration of 
a medium’s inherent problems, or the invariable reality that 
photography is still a medium in flux, Hubbs is impervious. 
Her work argues quite sincerely for the inexhaustibility of such 
subjects, and by proxy, for the often forgotten fundamentals of a 
medium and its simultaneous capacity to speak both of surface 
and of substance.
The uncertainty and mystery in Persistent and Falling, and the 
artist’s practice more broadly, evoke the films of Michelangelo 
Antonioni and Alfred Hitchcock. Hubbs unapologetically 
employs the art historical trope of the nude, evoking the practice 
of photographer Edward Weston whose work is also mirrored 
here in print quality. The crudeness of the backdrop suggests the 
photograph is a kind of poor man’s tableau vivant, eliciting other 
photographic references: Claude Cahun, Francesca Woodman, 
and vernacular photography are among them. Finally, the faceless 
woman may appear as an unmistakable art historical reference—
she resembles countless reclining nudes but also specifically 
recalls the pathos, pose, and perspective of Andrew Wyeth’s 
Christina’s World, 1948, a Realist painting that depicts a paralyzed 
woman from behind as she attempts to crawl across a field.
The aforementioned forgotten fundamentals of photography—
framing, composition, use of light and shadow—have been 
employed here to great effect, reducing the three-dimensional 
world into this two-dimensional picture. A light seems to 
emanate from beneath the subject, confusing our spatial 
understanding of the photograph and heightening the 
theatricality of the image. The curious source of light that 
illuminates the woman’s body, and the disorienting shadow that 
results, suggest that this woman is not reclining but ungrounded, 
in flight and suspended by photographic record. The drama is 
magnified by the artist’s work in the darkroom; the gelatin silver 
print furnishes a richer black than we are accustomed to seeing 
in most contemporary photographic prints. The exaggerated 
shadow appears as a kind of void beneath her falling body. 
Considered as a whole, the composition is a surreal tableau, and 
must be reconciled independently of the subject and surfaces 
responsible for its manufacture.
Taken as its own form, partially obscured by the white flesh of the 
falling woman, the shadow resembles an archetypal silhouette of 

Persistent and Falling pictures an anonymous female nude. The 
subject is extending her left arm as if reaching for something 
beyond the frame of the photograph. Her legs are tucked 
behind her. The subject’s recently denuded body is striking in 
its whiteness, but not pristine: an imprint from the seam on her 
jeans is still visible on her left calf, and her bare feet carry dirt 
on toes and heel. Two crumpled seamless backdrops, material 
often used in commercial photo shoots, are spread beneath 
her, filling the majority of the photograph’s frame save a small 

a seated, slumped man with clenched fist. Upon identifying him, 
the photograph no longer exists as a conspicuous reference to an 
art history full of reclining, nude, anonymous women. Nor is it 
merely a meticulously printed photograph. Instead we find it is a 
photograph that describes a woman reaching beyond the specter 
of her own shadow, her index finger scraping at the precarious 
surface beneath her. In spite of her stasis within the fixed image, 
one might imagine her continuing to fall—beyond shadow, 
photographic frame, and the very facade she so delicately tries to 
dismantle.
We might ask ourselves if this is a photograph about loss or 
desire. The picture would suggest that they are two sides of the 
same coin.
—Mark McKnight

white triangle at the top right corner. The picture is divided into 
thirds. An attentive viewer will notice the distinctive creases of 
the second backdrop and the line produced by its edge. They 
create a collage-like perceptual discrepancy that is resolved 
only by our identification of the subject’s foregrounded foot and 
resulting shadow. By constructing multiple surfaces that converge 
within this single photograph, the effect is that of montage. The 
canonical reclining nude is reduced and transformed into an 
imaged surface among imaged surfaces.
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Exhibition: Photography Sees the Surface 
 
Dates: July 1 – August 7, 2015 
 
Opening: Wednesday, July 1, 6 – 8pm 
 
 
Higher Pictures presents Photography Sees the Surface, a group exhibition organized by the artist 
Aspen Mays.  
 
The exhibition takes as its point of departure Czech modernists Jaromír Funke and Ladislav Sutnar’s 
book of the same name. Photography Sees the Surface was published in 1935 by the State School 
of Graphic Arts in Prague, where Sutnar was Director and Funke taught photography after leaving 
his position at the School of Applied Arts in Bratislava—known as the “Slovak Bauhaus.” The 
instructional volume features photographs by Funke and his students highlighting the singular 
ability of the camera to capture the details of an object’s surface, accompanied by short descriptive 
texts and notes on the filters, lenses, focal lengths, aperture settings, and exposure times used to 
make each photograph.  
 
In the spirit of Funke’s project, which was equal parts New Objectivity description and modernist 
abstraction, and expressly pedagogical, Mays presents an idiosyncratic selection of work by over 20 
contemporary photographers who are also teachers (several are her own former professors and 
students,) as well as historic material, including a 19th century heliogravure of the moon’s surface, 
and a photogram from a Man Ray teaching portfolio. The works on view weave together 
investigations of photography’s ability to isolate detail, abstract form, and obscure and defamiliarize 
vision, with conceptual and physical references to pedagogy. Visual resonances play out between 
and across works: surfaces are variably abraded, shrouded, excised, and broken through; certain 
themes—outer space, mediated landscapes, unfaithful portraiture, questions of serendipity and 
orchestration in composing a picture, and direct image transfers (in the form of rubbings and 
photograms)—recur. Direct and more enigmatic depictions of the ‘surface’ of things simultaneously 
evoke and challenge the notion that vision, and perhaps doubly so, depiction, are by their very 
natures superficial.   
 
Artists:  Ben Alper, Molly Brandt, Ellen Carey, Lynne Cohen, Linda Connor, AnnieLaurie Erickson, 

Ben Fain, Jackie Furtado, Nick George, Ann Hamilton, Peter Happel Christian, Whitney 
Hubbs, Loewy & Puiseux, Jessica Mallios, Man Ray, Casey McGonagle, Eileen Mueller, John 
Opera, Gina Osterloh, Justin James Reed, Meghann Riepenhoff, Melanie Schiff, Adam 
Schreiber, Frederick Sommer, Sonja Thomsen, Minor White, Jeff Whetstone, and 
Anonymous.  

 
Aspen Mays was born in 1980 in Asheville, North Carolina and received her MFA in Photography 
from the School of the Art Institute of Chicago in 2009. She was formerly Assistant Professor of Art 
at the Ohio State University in Columbus, Ohio and is currently Assistant Professor at California 
College of the Arts. Mays lives and works in Oakland, California.  
 
 
For more information please contact Patrick Lloyd at 212-249-6100. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
June 23, 2015 
 
 
New Babylon 
Organized by Michael Dopp 
July 18 - August 15, 2015 
Opening Reception: July 18th, 6-8pm 
 
Edgar Bryan 
Joakim Dahlqvist 
Michael Dopp 
Nick Fisher 
Sara Gernsbacher 
Marcus Herse 
Whitney Hubbs 
Shoshi Kanokohata 
Nevine Mahmoud 
Thomas McDonell 
Isaac Resnikoff 
Philippe de Sablet 
Estelle Srivijittakar 
Bobbi Woods 
 
Roberts & Tilton is pleased to present New Babylon, an 
exhibition organized by Michael Dopp. The exhibition 
brings together fourteen artists based on an underlying 
sensibility exploring the collaborative aggregate as a 
symbolic social space with moveable articulations. New 
Babylon takes its form as a freestanding structure 
designed by architect Joakim Dahlqvist, with the artworks 
on view - sculpture, painting, ceramic, and photography - 
functioning as both autonomous objects and site-specific 
installations within the building's apparatus. 
  
 
As a gallery turned out from within itself, New Babylon is as much a structure of wood as it is space. Its 
seemingly unfinished state - a framework of 2x4's with open walls and ceilings - allows for an uninterrupted 
process, or wandering, through the site. In this arrangement, space is both paradoxically delineated and 
unlimited. As a result of this articulation of new variables through the inclusion of art, the individual works 
become increasingly more complex when viewed alongside and within this structural containment.  
  
 
Dopp's hybridized methodology of participating as and alongside artists represents a new generation of 
contemporary art practice born of necessity and its surroundings. This affinity first took form as No Vex, an 
artist-run dj and performance night Dopp organized with Calvin Marcus, and later Lisa Madonna. No Vex 
occurred every Tuesday night at the Hyperion Tavern, Silver Lake from early 2012 through late 2014. Dopp's was 
an open bar collaboration conceived, curated, and constructed by Isaac Resnikoff, Michael Dopp, and Calvin 
Marcus in 2014. Initially hosted at Marcus's studio in Lincoln Heights, its last incarnation was at 356 Mission 
during the 2014 World Cup series. Dopp's was part of a consecutive series of exhibitions and events coalescing 
the spirit of collaboration and social space with artists whose work emphasized sport, leisure, and could be 
purposed as functional items in a bar setting. Arturo Bandini, Dopp's current project with Resnikoff, continues in 
bringing together disparate artists in a similar fashion as did No Vex and Dopp's. 
  
 



The tenant of constant through Dopp's various gestures remains his investigation into the interrelation between 
the creative act and the social act. In New Babylon, Dopp returns to the site of architecture as the source of 
collaboration. Whereas Dopp's was a space built within another space, Arturo Bandini is an autonomous 
structure built from the ground up; New Babylon encompasses both. Cohabiting between modes of representation, 
New Babylon is an alternative situation challenging the definition of the art object through its placement, and 
displacement, in spaces of collectivism. 
 
 
Additional information on the abovementioned projects can be found here: 
Dopps 
Arturo Bandini 
 
 
For additional information, please contact Camille Weiner at camille@robertsandtilton.com, 323.549.0223. 
Gallery hours are Tuesday – Saturday, 11:00am – 6:00pm.  
Roberts & Tilton is located between Fairfax Avenue and La Cienega Boulevard.   
Parking is available on the street and at Dunn Edwards located 1/2 block east of the gallery.                          
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Angeles in 2013. The images in the show were above all sensory—filled with 
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interested in the internal information and conflicting realities that a photograph 
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constantly using re exive terms e.g. Mulholland Drive  or imbaud e.g. I is 
someone else  and the deadpan studio site of artists such as ruce auman
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. . . All men, ugh  alie xport and Maya Deren are super relevant here too.
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It seemed arbitrary at first to photograph myself, but I followed my intuition in regards to myself as the sub ect and now it seems so correct. 
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,*4 I am intrigued by your description of these pictures as so personal and yet containing the uestion at large of who is she . ot that this 
isn’t in itself an incredibly palpable and terrifying  kind of crisis  It makes me want to talk about sympathetic magic and doubt, both of which 
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!"4(Self-re ection can be a crisis and at the same time so liberating. These self-portraits function more in the latter sense.

To me, when I hear sympathetic magic I think of having empathy for the medium, its problems, and its setbacks rather than fighting against 
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there wouldn’t be this mystery or openness. While the pictures are directorial, they seem to lack any direct meaning. So in-between these is 
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,*4 eaders may see these terms as anachronistic, but that is a notion I want to challenge. It seems to me that the role of the artist moved 
from genius  to salesman with Warhol, and to critic through onceptual Art. This is obviously an oversimplification, yet I think artists feel these 
definitions especially when they are young and trying to find their way. enius certainly isn’t something I am interested in recovering  however, 
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bearing here. I wrote a review of arney ulok’s book uilding . It said

There is though a sense of incompleteness, of investigation, of theater  the feeling of seeing, an awareness of an invisible armature. And it 
is these latter ualities that situate ulok’s work among the more forward of his peers. After all, it is not a delimited aesthetic or style that the 
current crisis  of re exivity in photography offers, but a far broader and deeper opportunity to think in pictures.

Something like this is what I want to get to here basically that advanced painting  isn’t always Abstract xpressionism  Do you think much 
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!"4 es, I do think about it. How can I not  My work is born out of looking and being engaged with both past and contemporary photography. 
It is also born out of uni ue, individual experiences. The work I’ve encountered lately has been looking at itself in the mirror, and now I’m 
looking at myself in the mirror per se. A personal kind of self-re ection.

,*4 ecently I have been challenging myself to think again about photography in terms of time instead of information. our pictures are 
interesting to think about in this way. In some ways your work is always acknowledging time owers, hori ons, bodies , but their internal time 
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!"4 I think of time in what is beyond our control, such as the mistakes and problems with looking. In looking at my sub ect matter, it becomes 
an active state of observing and untangling layers and meaning. In my photographs, my sub ect matter and how I look repeats itself but the 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 
 

 
WHITNEY HUBBS 

The Song Itself is Already a Skip 
January 19 – March 9, 2013 
 
 
Artist’s Opening Reception 
Saturday, January 19, 2013 from 6 to 8 pm 
 
 
 
 

 
 
This is anti-montage. M+B is pleased to present Whitney Hubbs’ first Los Angeles exhibition The Song Itself is 
Already a Skip.  The exhibition runs from January 19 through March 9, 2013, with an opening reception for the artist on 
Saturday, January 19 from 6 to 8 pm. 
 
Dark, raw, powerful and swimming in sensuality, the work of Whitney Hubbs is at once blunt and lyrical, formal and 
improvised, recognizable to daily experience and yet totally foreign from it.  Full of unlikely visual rhythms, Hubbs’ work 
creates and provokes with aesthetic force.  Her images reside in a reticence of feeling. Through profound light and dark, a 
specific refusal of continuity or seriality, as well as latent eroticism, Hubbs demonstrates over and over her disinterest in 
generic narratives.  Her work persuasively follows its own internal logic through her willingness to challenge the relationship 
between photographic immediacy and “authenticity.”  This is the point of contact where reality and representation become 
muddled. 
 
While we are accustomed to the photographic medium as the revelator, Hubbs confounds this idea.  Abstracting through 
framing and with little desire to illuminate or provide an understanding, Hubbs prefers to leave the viewer feeling — sensing.   
A continual tension builds throughout the work.  The darkness confronts you.  The release overpowers.  It is a sense of 
intuitive wonder you are left with.  Defining, while withholding.  Simply there.  If you care to look into the corners, around the 
edges and crawl into the vastness, you find yourself pulling wonder out of the chaos and revealing something more. 
 
Whitney Hubbs (b. 1977, Los Angeles) holds her MFA from UCLA (2009) and her BFA from California College of the Arts, 
San Francisco (2005).  Noted for her trademark intensely dark printing, her work often recalls those she cites.  Cinematic 
influences include Jean-Luc Godard and Michelangelo Antonioni, as well as photographic masters Edward Weston, 
Frederick Sommer and Manuel Álvarez Bravo; visceral painters Michaël Borremans and Marlene Dumas are other notable 
influences.  Hubbs was included in 2010’s FotoFest Biennial, Houston, Texas and notable press includes a highlight in Vince 
Aletti’s “Eight Emerging Photographers from Southern California” for The New Yorker (2011) as well as featured in Blind 
Spot Issue 38 (2008).  Hubbs work is held in the permanent collections of The Whitney Museum of American Art: Library, 
New York and Los Angeles County Museum of Art. 
 
 
Location:  M+B, 612 North Almont Drive, Los Angeles, California 90069 
Show Title:  Whitney Hubbs: The Song Itself is Already a Skip 
Exhibition Dates:  January 19 – March 9, 2013 
Artist’s Opening Reception: Saturday, January 19, 6 – 8pm 
Gallery Hours:  Tuesday – Saturday, 10 am – 6 pm, and by appointment  
 
 
For more info, please contact Alexandra Wetzel at M+B at (310) 550-0050 or alexandra@mbart.com 

 
 

# # # 
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10 MUST-SEE L.A. GALLERY EXHIBITIONS OPENING IN JANUARY 
January 8, 2013 

By Yasmine Mohseni 
 
There’s no better way to kick off an artful 2013 in L.A. than by visiting the newest gallery 
shows, and this January is a particularly prolific month in exhibitions. Here are the top 
10 gallery exhibitions opening over the next few weeks.    

Whitney Hubbs, “The Song Itself is Already a Skip” at M+B, 612 North Almont Dr. 
January 19 – March 19, 2013 

Hubbs’ intuitive photographs, 
some of which are held in the 
permanent collections of the 
Whitney Museum in New York 
and the Los Angeles County 
Museum of Art, reveal cinematic 
influences from film icons such as 
Jean-Luc Godard and 
Michelangelo Antonioni. In her 
latest series, the dark and richly 
pigmented black-and-white photos 
seek to illicit and provoke the 
viewer’s senses, either veering 
towards surrealism or presenting 
eerie landscapes.  

 

Hugh Scott-Douglas, “The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari” at Blum and Poe, 2727 South 
La Cienega Boulevard, January 12 — February 16, 2013 

The Canadian artist makes his L.A. debut with a solo show inspired by the 1920s 
German Expressionist silent film The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari. Much like how elaborate 
stage sets determined the film’s mood, Scott-Douglas’ show — which features ongoing 
bodies of work in the form of cyanotypes (or blueprints), laser cuts, road cases and slide 
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CAN ARTIST WHITNEY HUBBS MAKE THE ORDINARY MEANINGFUL?  
February 4, 2013 
By Susannah Tantemsapya 
 
Whitney Hubbs’ first Los Angeles exhibition 
“The Song Itself is Already a Skip” is on view at 
M+B Gallery through March 9. Her high contrast 
photographs provide a mysterious, romantic 
perspective to a loosely constructed story about 
California. 

“I grew up in Los Angeles–at one point in the 
mountains and another point near the ocean,” 
says Hubbs. “That sort of ominous experience of 
the landscape definitely has an affect on what I 
take pictures of and when.” 

Inspired by French philosopher Gilles Deleuze, 
her show’s title is extracted from his writing: “…the song is like a rough sketch of a calming and 
stabilizing, calm and stable, center in the heart of chaos. Perhaps the child skips as he sings, hastens or 
slows his pace. But the song itself is already a skip: it jumps from chaos to the beginnings of order in 
chaos and is in danger of breaking apart at any moment.” Hubbs’ photography lyrically moves the viewer 
in the same comforting way. Her current work has been inspired by songs from Joy Division, Bruce 
Springsteen, Grimes, and Spiritualized. 

At first glance, her subject matter seems quite ordinary. But as time passes, the elements of light and 
dark begin to draw the viewer deeper into her composition. The sexual undercurrent that permeates her 
work is especially evident in Untitled (Horse), which is beautiful, yet ever so slightly uncomfortable to 
linger on. 

Hubbs prefers her viewers to come to their own conclusions about her work. Her understated approach 
allows a certain openness. “I’m just going to keep taking pictures and see what happens,” continues 
Hubbs, “I give myself over to my intuition and what’s in front of me, so I don’t have a set plan.” 

Whitney Hubbs (b. 1977, Los Angeles) holds her MFA from UCLA (2009) and her BFA from California 
College of the Arts, San Francisco (2005). Noted for her trademark intensely dark printing, her work often 
recalls those she cites. Cinematic influences include Jean-Luc Godard and Michelangelo Antonioni, as 
well as photographic masters Edward Weston, Frederick Sommer and Manuel Álvarez Bravo; visceral 
painters Michaël Borremans and Marlene Dumas are other notable influences. Hubbs was included in 
2010’s FotoFest Biennial, Houston, Texas and notable press includes a highlight in Vince Aletti’s “Eight 
Emerging Photographers from Southern California” for The New Yorker (2011) as well as featured in 
Blind Spot Issue 38 (2008). Hubbs work is held in the permanent collections of The Whitney Museum of 
American Art: Library, New York and Los Angeles County Museum of Art. 
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                                  ANAT EBGI 2660 S La Cienega Blvd Los Angeles, CA 90034 

             +1 (310) 838 2770  
            www.anatebgi.com 

Duckrabbit 
Organized by Jason Bailer Losh 
June 13- July 26, 2014 
Opening Reception: Friday, June 13, 6-8pm 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Matt Ager 
Martin Basher 
Armin Boehm 
Anthony Caro 
Aline Cautis 
Andy Coolquitt 
Rick Hager 
Whitney Hubbs 
Nick Kramer 
Pernille With Madsen 
Jason Bailer Losh 
Sigrid Sandström 
Melanie Schiff 
Emily Sudd 
B. Wurtz 

 
 
 

 
 
 
Anat Ebgi is pleased to announce Duckrabbit, an exhibition organized by Jason Bailer Losh, opening June 13 and on 
view until July 26, 2014.  
 
Whenever someone other than the artist sees an artwork, a duckrabbit is born. A lobed inkblot, seen one way, 
resembles a duck; seen another, a rabbit. The eye is an eye, but the ears are also a beak. The artist draws a duck; 
the viewer sees a rabbit. The present show is the public debut of rare and energetic creatures, born in the solitude of 
the studio, anxious to be seen. The present show is the consummation of a long flirtation between intent and 
reception. 
 
Duckrabbits fill the damp warren of the gallery. As the viewer wades in, ankle deep in duckrabbits, interpretations 
proliferate. Wherever you look, behind every rustle in the weeds, out darts another aesthetic dilemma: duck or rabbit; 
rabbit or duck. Sculptures read as inverted furniture; photographs confuse the optical and the physical; paintings 
extrude the picture plane into vertical still lifes. Plinths, striations, expressive lines, painterly marks, texture, polish, 
highlights and shadows abound. The borders between sculpture and installation, sight and touch, art and object 
approach a feathery, furry precision. These duckrabbit scenes, meant to be read one way, read another, pivot around 
a core, around an eye common to both duck and rabbit: the quality of being art. 
 
 
 
For more information, please contact Stefano di Paola: Stefano@anatebgi.com or call (310) 838- 2770 
Gallery hours are Tuesday-Saturday, 11am-6pm.  
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The maid came by and refilled Margaret’s mari uana pipe.
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all. That they allowed themselves, not merely to lose that at belly 
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Save the exceptional, stoical, philosophic heroes, and I use that 
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 She finished tamping down the pipe and nodded to the maid. The maid lit the pipe, and Margaret drew once, twice, and waved the 
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uh.  She drew again on the pipe. When they rebuilded. Ten  ’teen years later  When he went to Mexico  She moved out to the 
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She shook her finger. ack in the thirties,  she said. And, I’m saying, before either Law or ustom, and before the War.

And ohnstamm, at this uncture,  she said, was an office boy. He said, or let us infer, that he was somehow muscle,’ or, I don’t 
B#:7'%/%2:C$%84";;=$9MG
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She shook the notion off. He went, or was sent, now and then, South of the order, to their Homes down there  where the housekeeper 
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down, until she’d finished coughing.
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 ow, ohnstamm  To him, this was the epitome of luxury. The beach shack,’ as they said, or, in our irony-starved day, the place at the 
beach.’ And he lusted, as after teenage esh, for such a beach shack.
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which is an understatement,  Margaret said. And Hancock ark, the mansion  el Air, the Home  ustic anyon, alm Springs  
These were nothing to him but as the ing to the boxer  an arena.
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f course,  Margaret said. And many is the platinum watch or bauble, the odd 50, piece of ass, or case of bubbly which went glimmering 
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he loathed the motherfuckers. With that white hate which we find so seldom, and so shockingly, among our naturally forgiving people.
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She turned her head so slightly, and the maid appeared to refill the demitasse cups.
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ut Malibu,  Margaret said, always got to him. As he saw it was the Last est lace. emember. There was nothing there. Thirty-eight  
orty  ust before the War  othing there. Dunes. A house  Might as well have been on fifteen thousand acres. Dunes. The beach. The 
8$/<

It was, to the kike, Moogey  To the kike, which is what he had been born, perfection. We forget. I met his mother. At the end  He ew me 
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And it was me he asked to y back with him.
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f course I did,  Margaret said. Which is why he asked me. ot that  but he desired me  though  She passed her hands over her body. 
wreck that I am today  I was, as you remember  He nodded his assent.
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Mel poured the glass full, and drank it down, and refilled it. Margaret watched him.
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going to give him a ob, had he wanted it  and the yids  How was he going to fight his way in, having nothing
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recisely,  Margaret said. Which is the thinking of a luftmensch. Which is what he was. And then,  she said, in two moves. The first, 
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He comes on Marcus. The Head of the Studio. ucking his sedated daughter. All right  Marcus. Looks at him. There is no gun. Marcus 
cannot kill him  ohnstamm can leave the room. With what he’s seen.
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I explain it ’
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waited, at first, of course, while we talked. And then gone off and fallen asleep.

All the pretty broads there. And would she have been possessive  Anxious, or ealous  o. ot a young one, who had nothing to fear.  
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he was, is the time of death. He searched for the efficient cause of his acute nostalgia, and found it was Molly rammel, and a specific 
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She had been the young girl asleep on the leather couch in what Margaret’s then husband called the Library.

His first memory of her was the curve of her haunch, as she slept, on her side, her mouth slightly open.
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ohnstamm been there  He had not, no, he had been in urope  he had been on someone’s yacht, he had been in ome, shooting that 
pic  he was having an affair with its star, with some countess, with someone’s mistress, in aris, at the it , in a dive in the Marais, with 

the girl he’d met in the War  he was in Israel, perhaps, Margaret suggested, with a raised eyebrow meaning no-more-will-be-said  and, 
so, they had ceased speaking of their yron, and turned to the true business of their colony, which was, as always, sexual and financial 
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These were his favorite times. White nights, in effect, around the campfire, where, as Margaret had said, all the scant wisdom of the 
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The usual songs sung,  Margaret had said, venturing, as ever, magnificently close to sentiment. He’d had Tiffany’s put it on a cigarette 
box. Here’s an idea,  he thought, stolen in a robbery. A cigarette box. ears go by. The giver comes upon it in another country. In a 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

Desire 
Curated by Jodie Vicenta Jacobson 

July 11 – August 23, 2013 
Opening Reception, Thursday, July 11, 6-8pm 

 
Erica Baum, Gabriele Beveridge, Louise Bourgeois & Tracey Emin, Carol Bove, Sharon Core, 
Moyra Davey, Constance Dejong, Dru Donovan, Vivienne Griffin, Janice Guy, Whitney Hubbs, 
Marilyn Minter, Ana Mendieta, Yoko Ono, Mariah Robertson, Cindy Sherman, Ruby Sky Stiler, 
Hellen van Meene, and others 
 
The Yancey Richardson Gallery is pleased to present Desire, a 
group exhibition of women artists offering a selection of works 
examining desire vis-à-vis the mesmeric female gaze.  Taking 
form in a variety of media, the selected works tease out themes 
ranging from sex and death, to awkwardness, seduction, 
psychology, and semantics.  Considering the capricious and 
fleeting nature of desire, the selection of works reflect a 
multiplicity of perspectives, giving preference to allusion and 
suggestion while refusing to settle into a programmatic visual 
syntax to derive meaning.  
 
Together, the selection includes a peephole op-art ink drawing by 
Vivienne Griffin (image, right); a teen-crush style hot-pink toned 
photogram of Japanese actor Toshiro Mifune by Mariah 
Robertson; a symbiotic nature/soul film gesture by Ana 
Mendieta; a palpitating pillow talk video by Constance Dejong; 
a prickly, suggestive installation by Gabrielle Beveridge, a 
painting by Yoko Ono titled, Touch Me; visceral, physiological 
watercolors by Louise Bourgeois and Tracey Emin; and 
meditative, sensual, collages by Carol Bove and Ruby Sky Stiler. Additionally, there are photographs by 
emerging artists Dru Donovan and Whitney Hubbs riffing on overt/covert metaphors of desire, as well 
as Cindy Sherman!s satiric projections, Moyra Davey!s vampy sister Lou, the clandestine, nude figure 
of Janice Guy, Hellen Van Meene!s statuesque damsels, Sharon Core!s candy apple compulsions, 
Erica Baum!s truncated literary fantasies, and Marilyn Minter!s black cherry smirk. Ruth Bernal!s 
evocative image of a preternaturally festooned Bob Dylan for his 1976 album Desire, serves as a pop-
cultural touchstone and curatorial inspiration for the show. 
 
The works on view occupy an interstitial space between images of instant gratification designed to evoke 
desire, and images as critiques of such determinations. Instead, the selected works extend and open up a 
time and space for the generous movement of desire. In lieu of works that simply objectify desire, the 
selection of works hint at a generative space of desire before reaching the virile !climax" of objectification, 
thereby making visible a feminine desire that lingers in a space before.  
 
Jodie Vicenta Jacobson is an artist, curator and educator living and working in Brooklyn, NY.  She is 
Curator-at-Large for Blind Spot Magazine / Photo-Based Art and was Curator at The Horticultural Society 
of New York from 2003-2009. She is represented by Yancey Richardson Gallery and teaches 
photography and contemporary art at the School of Visual Arts and Parsons the New School for Design. 
The gallery extends a special thank you to Dana Faconti, Editor and Publisher of Blind Spot Magazine, 
and Erin Yerby, for their ideas and support for this exhibition. 
 
For further information or press images please contact Ian Rios: irios@yanceyrichardson.com 
 
Summer Hours: Monday – Friday, 10am – 6pm for the duration of the show. 
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NADA (NEW ART DEALERS ALLIANCE) ART FAIR 
MAY 14, 2013 
By Travis Huse 

    
One of the many art fairs that were open this weekend, NADA (New 
Art Dealers Alliance) Art Fair was at Pier 36 in Basketball City. The 
non-profit’s showcase on the river in Basketball City. The non-
profit’s showcase on the river in Basketball City was very painting-
centric, but there were some intriguing photographers present from 
some of the galleries.  
 
One of the many art fairs that were open this weekend, NADA (New 
Art Dealers Alliance) Art Fair was at pier 36 in Basketball City. The 
non-profit’s showcase on the river in Basketball City was very 
painting-centric, but there were some intriguing photographers 
present from some of the galleries. 
 
The Los Angeles gallery M+B, who also set forth an impressive 
booth at AIPAD, and the Parisian New Galerie, whose impressive 
architectural photographs, from the French collective A Kassen sets 
the standard for photography at the fair. 
 
M+B, while not solely a photographic gallery, has brought work from 

Whitney Hubbs, with two gorgeous black and white nudes, easily the most sensual work of the entire fair. 
Her work exhibits a very lyrical profession of desire, with highly effective use of curved linear softness. 
Her darks are dark, and her lights are light. These works express her talent in merging the two 
impressively, drawing the eye smoothly and slowly across her images. Her photography presses against 
abstraction, and by leaving narrative hidden from the viewer, Hubbs is able to create her trademark 
voyeuristic feel, drawing your interest in a decadent, slightly sinful manner. 
 
Alongside M+B, The Parisian New Galerie set the standard for photography at the fair. Their collection of 
works from the French collective A Kassen bend and explore material in a way that is seldom seen in 
photography, due to the medium’s native constraints. 
 
The first series, Encirclement, focuses on this by framing their photographs within the subject of the 
photograph. For example, their image of a rounded storefront is housed in the same glass and wood 
contained in the photograph, essentially destroying their subject matter. While this process makes their 
photographs into tombstones, they are also capstone celebrations, giving new life into the material and 
ensuring a repurposed life for it. 
 
In Equalize, The work consists of a photograph, cut and offset at its lateral bisection, with a streetlamp 
appearing to maintain normalcy. Eschewing digital manipulation, the artists cut and reassembled a 
streetlight so that their final work plays upon concepts of perception and challenges photographic truth. 
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Their third series, Flatten image, emulates the process of the same name in Adobe Photoshop, albeit in a 
direct, physical manner. In these works, four prints are superimposed over each other, with 
interconnected frames showing the placements of each individual image. These works draw from the 
varied histories of photomontage and collage in discussing digital storage and its extensive use in today’s 
photography. 
 
The New York Photographic market presence is noticeably absent here, however. Vicki DaSilva’s print, 
Dude Descending a Staircase (to the Vault), is one of the few photographs exhibited by the New York 
galleries at NADA NYC. Obviously referencing Duchamp’s famous photograph, DaSilva is a whimsical 
take on the history of photography. 
 
Due to its location, the event was the most spacious of the weekend, allowing visitors a much more 
comfortable experience than that of Pulse, Cut/Log, or even Frieze. There is beauty in stepping aside 
from the spectacle. And while photography wasn’t the highlight of the fair, it was present and it was heard, 
and heard loudly. 
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projections — responds to the gallery’s architectural footprint.  

Michael Genovese, “Lines and Cracks and Zebras and Horses” at OHWOW, 937 
North La Cienega Boulevard, January 12 — February 9, 2013 

For his second solo show at OHWOW, the L.A.-based artist presents a body of work 
based on delineation, fissures, and the concept behind the saying “when you hear hoof 
beats behind you, don’t expect to see a zebra.” Plasma-cut steel relief sculptures 
arranged throughout the gallery create a subtle series of works based on materiality and 
concept. 

“From Triple X to Birdsong (In Search Of The Schizophrenic Quotient)” at Kayne 
Griffin Corcoran, 2902 Nebraska Avenue, Santa Monica, January 12 — March 9, 
2013 

The Santa Monica gallery opens a group exhibition curated by ex-Palais de Tokyo 
director Marc-Olivier Wahler. The show focuses on the negative space of an exhibition 
through the work of artists such as Carol Bove, John McCracken, François Morellet, and 
Oscar Tuazon. 

Bernard Piffaretti, “Report” at Cherry and Martin, 2712 South La Cienega 
Boulevard, January 12 — February 16, 2013 

The show at this Culver City gallery will be French painter Bernard Piffaretti’s first 
United States solo exhibition in 10 years. By vertically dividing each canvas into two 
halves and creating the right side as the original and the left side as its copy, the artist 
seeks to present codes of modernism with strict conceptual methodology. 
Accompanying the exhibition in a catalog of Piffaretti’s work is text from a series of 
exchanges between the French artist and the New York-based artist Matt Connors.  

“Ma Prochaine Vie” at Courtesy via multiple sites, January 17 — 27, 2013 

Courtesy, the new roaming art gallery conceived of by Paris-based curator Isabelle Le 
Normand, will unveil its 10-day inaugural show in Los Angeles in events at three 
different locations throughout the city. The commercial exhibition will be held at the 
West Hollywood gallery Here is Elsewhere, the non-profit art space ForYourArt and at 
the private residence of prominent Los Angeles collector Danny First.  The ambitious 
show features over forty artists including Scoli Acosta, Michel Blazy, Sophie Calle, Zoe 
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Crosher and Jennifer West. 

Grant Stevens, “Supermassive” at L.A. Louver, 45 North Venice Boulevard, 
Venice, January 17 — February 23, 2013 

This is the Australian artist’s first West Coast solo exhibition and is also the gallery’s first 
international Rogue Wave Project (L.A. Louver’s program presenting emerging talent in 
the Venice gallery).  The interface between popular representation and lived experience 
drives Stevens’ practice, working in various media including sculpture, drawing, 
photography and video as a means to explore and manipulate the conventions of 
narrative. 

Whitney Hubbs, “The Song Itself is Already a Skip” at M+B, 612 North Almont 
Drive, January 19 — March 19, 2013 

Hubbs’ intuitive photographs, some of which are held in the permanent collections of the 
Whitney Museum in New York and the Los Angeles County Museum of Art, reveal 
cinematic influences from film icons such as Jean-Luc Godard and Michelangelo 
Antonioni. In her latest series, the dark and richly pigmented black-and-white photos 
seek to illicit and provoke the viewer’s senses, either veering towards surrealism or 
presenting eerie landscapes.  

Fiona Connor, “Bare Use” at 1301PE, 6150 Wilshire Boulevard, January 19 — 
February 23, 2013 

L.A.-based artist Fiona Connor will present her first solo show at 1301PE. Connor’s 
practice exists at the intersection of architecture, sculpture and installation. She seeks 
to encourage viewers to reflect on their physical surrounding by re-contextualizing 
objects through the painstakingly crafted replicas of everyday objects. Her work was 
featured in “Made in L.A. 2012” at the Hammer Museum, the first Los Angeles biennial. 

Robert Gober, “Sculpture Drawings Studies” at Matthew Marks, 1062 North 
Orange Grove, January 19 — April 6, 2013 

Legendary conceptual artist Robert Gober will unveil new work for the first time in four 
years at Matthew Mark’s Hollywood gallery. Gober, who has been exhibiting since 1979, 
has produced a group of sculptures and works on paper, marking his first one-person 
show in Los Angeles in 15 years.   
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Sean Townley, “The Mocking Hand” at Night Gallery, 2276 East 16th 
Street, January 26 — February 24, 2013 

The darlings of L.A.’s underground art scene open their new downtown warehouse 
exhibition space with a solo show by emerging local artist Sean Townley. In “The 
Mocking Hand,” Townley seeks to unveil the historicity of history, delving into notions of 
anachronisms and linear time through his sculptural work. 
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ASSEMBLY: EIGHT EMERGING PHOTOGRAPHERS FROM  
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
April 11, 2011 
By Vince Aletti 
 
Regional focus seems almost incidental to this exceptionally strong group show; 
what’s most striking is the intelligence and idiosyncrasy of the work that the 
curator, Edward Robinson, has chosen. The photographers, nearly all of whom are 
making their New York début here, take very different approaches to the 
medium, from the relatively straight (Whitney Hubbs’s haunted, allusive “Day for 
Night” series) to the oddly manipulated (one of Matthew Brandt’s portraits was 
processed with vomit, another with mucus). Matt Lipps stands out with 
disorienting still- life images that set jagged mountains from Ansel Adams’s 
Western landscapes against photographs of interiors from his own childhood 
home. Through April 9. —Vince Aletti 
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